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What is good code? Writing good code is really a question about what the code is trying to solve. (And good code is not to be confused with patternsbecause not all pieces of good code are patterns.) We debate about good code because there is not just a single piece of good code, but so many good pieces of code. And each good piece of code depends on the context in which it is used.

How to Code .NET: Tips and Tricks for Coding .NET 1.1 and .NET 2.0 Applications Effectively provides solutions to certain problems. That is, specific problems. This book provides detailed, authoritative explanations of good .NET coding techniques. Its based on award-winning material that author Christian Gross has previously presented at conferences throughout the US and Europe. Whats more, the author is at the forefront of the .NET technology wave and an acknowledged expert on the subject of .NET coding style and techniques.
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The Miracle of Vinegar: 150 easy recipes and uses for home, health and beautyHarperCollins, 2021

	
		150 simple ways to use this amazing, low cost ingredient. Cleaning, cooking and everything in between!

		
			Make delicious dips and marinades
	
			Soften your towels
	
			Do away with dandruff
	
			Descale your kettle
	
			Discover sumptuous slow...
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An Illustrated Guide to Skin LymphomaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Skin lymphomas are relatively rare. They may arise in the skin itself and as a by-product of HIV infection, or may arise elsewhere as a result of Hodgkin's disease, B cell lymphomas or leukaemia. Whatever the cause, they can easily be overlooked as psoriasis or dermatitis. Diagnosis of skin lymphoma is difficult and making the wrong...
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CCNP Remote Access Study Guide Exam 640-505 (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2000
With organizations diverging in ever-increasing numbers from the "big  central headquarters" organizational model and relying more on geographically  distributed work centers, wide area networking (WAN) experts now are in greater  demand than ever before. To prove that you're an expert in WAN connectivity, get your  Cisco Certified...
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Virtual Futures for Design, Construction and ProcurementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"For the knowledgeable reader in ICT research it is a must to confirm where technology is now and moreover to see where it is going in the future." Building Engineer

       Bill Bygrave is the Director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Babson College, where he also teaches Free Enterprise....
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Optimal Traffic Control: Urban IntersectionsCRC Press, 2007
Despite traffic circles, four-way stop signs, lights regulated by timers or sensors, and other methods, the management of urban intersections remains problematic. Consider that transportation systems have all the features of so-called complex systems: the great number of state and control variables, the presence of uncertainty and indeterminism,...
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Contemporary MarketingCengage Learning, 2011

	CONTEMPORARY MARKETING 15E has proven to be the premier teaching and learning solution for principles of marketing courses. This bestseller only grows stronger with each groundbreaking new edition, building on past milestones with exciting new innovations. The all-new Fifteenth Edition continues the tradition of delivering the most...
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